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A B S T R A C T
Computer music generation is an active research field encompassing a wide range of ap-
proaches. As we involve more and more technology in our creative endeavors, it becomes
vital that we provide our systems with the capability to understand and represent art con-
cepts internally, as well as understand and predict artistic intent and emotion. In respect to
music, being able to work with this information opens up fantastic possibilities for artist-
machine synergetic collaborations as well as machine creativity endeavors. In this spirit,
this dissertation explores a system capable of analyzing in real-time a performance piece
played on a MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) capable instrument and produce a
musically coherent piece of accompaniment music. This system comprises of two major sub-
systems: one responsible for analyzing and extracting features from the live performance
and one that takes these features and generates MIDI tracks to be played in conjunction
with the live audio, in a way that blends in with the performance.
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R E S U M O
A geração algorítmica de música é um campo de investigação vasto e com múltiplas aborda-
gens. À medida que incorporamos mais tecnologia nos nossos processos criativos, torna-se
fundamental equipar os nossos sistemas com as capacidades para entender e represen-
tar arte, bem como analisar e prever intenção artística e emoções. No que diz respeito a
música, ter este tipo de informação disponível abre possibilidades para colaborações en-
tre artista e máquina, bem como sistemas capazes de exibir capacidades criativas. Esta
dissertação propõe um sistema capaz de analisar uma performance musical num dispos-
itivo controlador MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) em tempo real e produzir
acompanhamento adequado e coerente. Este sistema é composto por dois subsistemas:
um responsável por analisar e extrair características musicais de uma performance, e outro
que a partir destas características seja capaz de gerar trechos MIDI de forma a se comple-
mentarem musicalmente.
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T E R M S
B
BUNDLE The Bundle class serves as a wrapper for a list of Packet instances with time
informaton. A bundle usually processes either one, five or thirty Packet instances,
corresponding to the three time windows explored in the system.
C
CHORD In music, a chord is any harmonic set of pitchs consisting of two or more notes
that are sounding simultaneously. In tonal Western music, a chord is most frequently
a triad, consisting of three distinct notes: the root note, and the intervals of a third
and a fifth above the root note.
COMMONS MATH The Apache Commons Mathematics Library is a library of lightweight,
self-contained mathematics and statistics components which was used in this project
to efficiently calculate statistics on observed data points. Version used: 3.6.1. Official
website with further information can be reached at: http://commons.apache.org/.
D
DYNAMICS In music, the dynamics of a piece is the variation in loudness between notes
or phrases. Dynamics can be indicated by specific musical notation in music repre-
sentation mediums as a way for the author to describe how to imprint the intended
expression to a motif or phrase. Piece dynamics are a major component of musi-
cal affective expression and help musicians sustain variety and interest in a musical
performance and to communicate a particular emotional state or feeling.
E
EVENT In the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol, an event is a MIDI mes-
sage that controls some aspect of the receiving device. The most common events are
those that flag the beginning or ending of a single note. These events further carry
information such as velocity, pitch and a timestamp. Other control events carry other
type of information.
K
xv
xvi Terms
KEY In music theory, the key of a piece is the group of pitches or scale that form the
basis of a music composition. The group features a tonic note and its corresponding
chords which provides a subjective sense of rest and resolution, and also has a unique
relationship to the other pitches of the same group, their corresponding chords, and
pitches and chords outside the group.
N
NEUROPH Neuroph is a lightweight Java neural network framework to develop common
neural network architectures. Included neural network implementations were used
in multiple modules of the system. Version used: 2.94. Official website with further
information can be reached at: http://neuroph.sourceforge.net/.
P
PACKET The Packet class is a wrapper for a list of events that also pocesses time informa-
tion. In general, a single Packet instance corresponds to a single cycle of gathered
event information.
PITCH A note pitch describes a certain frequency relation in music, usually represented in
alphabetic characters from A to G repeating over several octaves. Pitch is the musical
property of a note that allows a listener to describe a note as higher or lower than
another. In the MIDI protocol, pitch value ranges from 0 (lowest note: C in octave -1)
to 127 (highest note: G in octave 9), although a common vertical or grand piano only
has 88 keys ranging from the MIDI pitch value of 21 (an A in octave 0) up to 108 (a C
in octave 8) plural.
V
VELOCITY Note velocity expresses how hard a key has been pressed. It can be also thought
as the loudness of a note on default behaviour. Depending on the software playing
back the audio, actual perceived volume will depend on both note velocity and soft-
ware loudness settings. In the MIDI protocol, velocity values range from 0 (inaudible
key press and often used to represent note-off for device performance reasons) up to
127 (hardest key press).
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Computer music generation is an active research field encompassing a wide range of ap-
proaches. There are many uses for such a system, such as context aware ambience music
generator for a game or other highly interactive medium, research on creativity (be it hu-
man or computational), generating mood fitting music to influence the emotional experi-
ence of a target audience, enhancement of human musical composition process, inspiring
an artist in a human-machine collaboration, live performance improvisation or show, the
list is endless. The topic is also highly interesting and has contributions from various fields
of research from Psychology to Artificial Intelligence. The purpose of this dissertation is
to explore various methods of music analysis and generation to build a system capable of
being a partner in a solo performance. The system should be able to detect things such
as artistic intent, emotional state and which compositional components the performance is
currently lacking (such as melody, harmonization, rhythm, among others) and to comple-
ment it, hopefully being a good musical partner capable of assisting in a performance and
inspire. Learning methods will be explored so the system can improve if it is performing
badly and adapt to his partner characteristics.
1.1 motivation
Although vast work has been done, true understanding (or even formalization) of the cre-
ative process is still not a reality. To integrate technology in an art form such as music, it is
required that a broad and accurate understanding of music and the psychological effects of
music be present in our software. From that basis, we can build solutions that understand
artists and the art itself and act on that information, be it to help the a human-machine
collaborative process or to achieve machine creativity by understanding how humans do it.
Either way, the possibilities are interesting and they all start with a need for the machine
to be able to understand artistic intent. Such capabilities can be used as a tool to feed
new information into a compositional system that can generate adequate music, hopefully
complementing the artist original intent. The real-time immediacy allows for very fast in-
teraction between artist and machine where they can influence each other. This specific
1
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approach is not explored and can be very interesting to see how different techniques can
be adapted to provide real-time results.
1.2 objectives
This project has as a main goal the implementation of a computational system capable of
analyzing music being played in a connected MIDI device in real-time, calculating features
such as dynamics, pitch and rhythmic statistics and be able to infer musical evaluations
such as piece emotional connotation and artistic intent. Another objective is to extend
the previous system so it can, based on the retrieved information, generate in real-time a
musical composition to accompany the original performance that fits the artist intent and
is structurally and musically coherent.
1.3 document structure
This dissertation is structured into six chapters, with the following content:
1. Introduction
This first chapter lays down the context for this thesis, an introduction to musical
analysis and generation. It also explains the motivations behind this project and
exposes the main objectives and ends with a brief explanation of the dissertation
structure.
2. State of the art
The second chapter presents commonly used methodologies for musical analysis
and algorithmic music generation, presenting examples of previous work in the area
which used those techniques and how are they relevant to this project. It also contains
a description and results of previous work done on this subject.
3. The Problem
In this chapter, the problem is detailed. Expected challenges are discussed and some
possible solutions are presented. A proposed methodological approach is presented
with explanations for the chosen course of action.
4. Development
The fourth chapter presents the development of the system, from taken decisions
when considering the problem to the system implementation. Preliminary results of
the built system are presented in the ending section.
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5. Case Study
In this chapter, a case study involving the prediction module is presented with the
experimental setup and the corresponding result. The chapter ends with a discussion
on the observed results.
6. Conclusion
The last chapter presents the final results and considerations on the whole project and
then possible improvements to the system as well as new approaches that might yield
good results.

2
S TAT E O F T H E A RT
2.1 musical analysis
Be it with symbolic [1], audio signal input [2] or both [3], musical analysis is commonly
achieved by using feature extraction techniques, which reduce large volumes of data to,
hopefully, the most important information contained in them. These features can be any-
thing deemed important for the specific application and should, if broad and extensive
enough, provide a complete description of the main characteristics of the input and usually
include statistical analysis on information such as note pitch, duration, velocity and higher
level musical abstractions such as piece key and mode.
A piece musical features need to be sampled multiple times and with different data
windows to capture music evolution, especially on more complex pieces where key and
rhythmic changes occur often. While the features by themselves provide some important
information about the input piece, they can be fed to structures such as classifiers to infer
subtler information, structure and relationship between the features. Many abstract musical
and psychological concepts can only be captured in a piece by relating multiple distinct
features, such as player mood, emotional state, music rhythmic information and genre.
Figure 1.: Different methods of classification
5
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Extracted features by themselves are rarely useful, so most examples use extracted fea-
tures as a step to achieve higher abstraction analysis, such as classification of music genre
[4, 5] or affective content [6, 7]. These types of classifications can be useful for automatically
organizing a music library by detecting music genre or assessing the emotional charge of a
piece or emotional state of an artist.
2.2 algorithmic composition
Over the years, multiple different techniques have been used to build music generation
systems. However, the following five categories of techniques will be reviewed as they are
the most relevant to this thesis [8]:
• Grammars;
• Knowledge-based Systems;
• Markov Chains;
• Artificial Neural Networks;
• Evolutionary Methods;
The most successful system will likely combine several of these techniques. Different
methodologies and hybrid combinations will suit better for different aspects of musical
generation such as melody, harmony, rhythm and bass sequence generation. It is, therefore,
important to be able to analyze the input performance to determine in which area it is
better for the system to focus and which techniques to use.
2.2.1 Formal Grammar
A formal grammar can be defined as a set of rules to expand high-level symbols into
more detailed sequences of symbols, known as words. Words are generated by repeatedly
applying these rules which need to be valid according to the language syntax. A grammar
does not describe the meaning of these sequences, only their form. Due to their behavior,
grammars are suited to represent systems with hierarchical structure due to the recursive
nature of rule application. As most styles of music show hierarchical structures, formal
grammar theory has been frequently applied to analyze and compose music.
To drive the generative process, a set of rules for the grammar must be defined. These
rules are usually multi-layered for different phases of the compositional process: from
the general themes of the composition to the arrangement of individual notes. Rules can
be defined by hand from principles of music theory or can be automatically inferred by
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Figure 2.: Visualization of two different grammars for melody generation
analyzing existing compositions, which make them fit to generate music in that specific
style. It is common to use activation probabilities for the rules to induce variety and thus
improve the musical quality.
Examples of grammar usage in algorithmic composition include the synthetization of
jazz solos [9, 10], production of real-time improvised drum rhythms accompaniment with
grammatical inference [11] or even generation of classical voices [12].
2.2.2 Knowledge-based Systems
A knowledge-based system is any program that attempts to represent knowledge explic-
itly using tools such as rules and ontologies with structured symbols. Since music com-
position has been frequently described as formalized rules to manipulate music symbols,
knowledge-based systems come up often as a way to implement algorithmic composition.
These systems have strong foundations in AI as expert systems, and often require an expert
musician to hand-code the rules into the system. Although the implemented knowledge
is often static, parts can be dynamically changed. For example, Widmer [13] harmonizes
melodies, extracting harmonization rules from analyzing a training set and Spangler [14]
generates rule systems for harmonizing chorales in Bach style.
Knowledge-based systems can also be used with evolutionary algorithms by using a
fitness function where compliance with the rules can be measured in a graduated scale
instead of a binary response. As example, McIntyre [15] codified a set of functions based
on harmonization rules extracted from classical pieces. The fitness function was built as a
weighted sum of those function results.
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2.2.3 Markov Chains
A Markov chain is stochastic a process that is characterized by having a set of discrete
states and a set of probabilities to jump between states. Each possible state depends only
on the current state (known as the Markov property), which means the process has no
memory and does not depend on previous states. Markov chains are usually represented
as weighted directed graphs, where the nodes represent the possible states, the edges rep-
resent possible transitions, and their weights represent the probability of that transition
happening.
Figure 3.: First and second order probability matrix
In algorithmic music composition, the simplest symbolic model is to interpret each node
as a possible note, and an algorithm produces output note values by consulting the crafted
probability matrix. As per the Markov property, future states do not depend on past states,
which make simple Markov chains generate results that tend to wander aimlessly. There-
fore, higher order chains can be crafted, by making each node represent not just a single
note, but a sequence, grouping particular notes together. These higher-order chains tend
to generate results with more structure, sounding better and more planned. However, a
balance is necessary as very high-order chains much more computationally expensive and
tend to generate very predictable music similar to the segments used to craft the probability
matrix [8].
Markov chains are often used to generate melodies, although most practical usages pair
Markov chains with other methods, such as using Markov chains to generate patterns to be
fed into a Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [16] or using them as a fitness function to evaluate
melodies in an evolutionary algorithm [17]. More sophisticated Markovian models can be
used, such as variable-order chains and multiple parallel chains which can be used to get
the best results from lower and higher order chains [18]. Combination of Markovian models
with constraint-based reasoning has also been proposed to generate better results [19].
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2.2.4 Artificial Neural Networks
ANN are computational models consisting of large numbers of very simple computing
units called neurons, linked to each other in layers. Neurons compute one output value
with a simple function from a numeric input aggregated, usually, from the output of other
neurons. These networks of neurons typically have one input layer, connected to the exterior
to take in data, and one output layer with the results of the computation.
Figure 4.: Example of a simple ANN
An important step of using ANN with music, is how to feed the desired data into the
network. There are multiple ways to do so, such as feeding temporal sequences, the full
music or to extract features from the music and feed them to the network.
Most common use of neural network models requires previous training with a pre-
existing compilation of music with something in common, such as being from the same
genre or author. Such training limits their use to a specific style recognition, generation of
similar sequences and harmonies, or to predict sequences of notes likely to follow a given
piece of music of that genre or style. For example, ANN has been used to improvise jazz
solos [20], melodies [21] and harmonies [22].
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2.2.5 Evolutionary Methods
Evolutionary algorithms (often called genetic algorithms, although they are a subset of
evolutionary algorithms) are a methodology inspired by biological evolution mechanisms
to produce results to optimization problems. An evolutionary process generally goes as
follows:
1. An initial population of valid solutions to the optimization problem is generated from
random or crafted examples.
2. Candidate solutions are evaluated by a fitness function that describes qualitatively
how good they are as a solution to the problem.
3. A set of parents is chosen, usually either the best fit individuals in the population or
a weighted probabilistic choice favoring better scoring individuals.
4. A new population is generated by replacing badly fit individuals with new ones by
performing crossover and mutation operations on the previous generation (using the
set of parents and other individuals). It is a common practice to also maintain some
of the best fit individuals from the previous generation unchanged.
5. Repeat these steps until a stop condition is reached, such as getting an individual
with high enough fitness score or achieving a limit time or iteration steps.
6. Use the best fit individual as a solution to the problem.
As this iterative process tends to choose and manipulate the best scoring individuals,
the overall population fitness tends to increase. Mutation operators are usually context
dependent functions that take an individual and randomly change some aspect of it (while
maintaining the validity of the individual as a possible solution). Since simply combining
and maintaining best fit individuals can easily lead to a local maximum in the fitness
function and stagnate the population, operators such as mutation allow for more broad
exploration of the solution space. In music, the two most common approaches have either
a musical piece itself or an artist agent capable of producing music as the individual in a
population.
Evaluating music qualitatively is a very difficult problem, as music aesthetic is considered
to be subjective. Approaches therefore either try to define a fitness function in some way
(such as a weighted sum of some musical features) or just use the evolutionary process
in conjunction with other methods to solve optimization problems in some part of the
algorithmic music generation process. In many cases, a fitness function proves impractical,
so manual human evaluation is used as a fitness function.
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Figure 5.: Examples of operations performed on a integer array
Examples of evolutionary music composers include MetaCompose in Scirea et al. [23],
which combines multi-objective optimization with FI-2POP to create pleasant and inter-
esting compositions according to a participant-based evaluation. Other attempts try to
build simple fitness functions, based on hand-crafted evaluation functions of harmony and
melodic value to evolve a population of melodies [24]. Some approaches use a measure-
ment of distance, usually to a chosen piece of music, as a fitness function[25, 26].
2.3 previous work
Figure 6.: Original proposed architecture for the project
Under the Projecto Integrado (PI) course, previous work was done on musical analysis.
A prototype system was built that is able to analyze a real-time performance in a MIDI
compliant device, and extract 24 features and derive the artist emotional state from them.
The system architecture was based on segmenting incoming note information into one
second blocks, and building three block containers: 1, 5 and 30 block containers. The rea-
soning behind it was to perform feature extraction on all containers so that both long term
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musical structure and subtleties, and immediate musical changes could be captured. Differ-
ent weights of importance can be given to features from each container depending on what
their purpose is (for example, rhythmic analysis only makes sense on longer containers).
The emotional state was measured in a musical arousal and valence bi-dimensional plane.
These two axes resulted in four possible measured states: excited, angry, content and sad.
The arousal metric refers to the piece perceived arousal or energy values, how energetic the
music is and valence refers to the positivity value of the piece, how positive (or negative)
emotional connotation the piece has. Both metrics are calculated as a result of an ANN us-
ing J48 decision tree method. This algorithm is fast and efficient, and provides good results
where discovering which metrics are more influential to the overall value is important. The
ANN was trained with 20 different performances of about one minute each.
Features harvested from the performance included piece key and mode discovery and
statistical analysis on music dynamics statistics, note duration and rhythmic metrics. Mu-
sic key discovery was implemented using the Krumhansl-Schmuckler [27] and Temperley
[28] key-finding algorithms which works by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the total duration of each note pitch in the music piece and a pre-set of profiles for
each key and mode.
Overall the results were satisfactory and the architecture was proven to be suitable for
real-time symbolic music analysis.
3
T H E P R O B L E M
3.1 challenges
Music generation presets some challenges and thus decisions to be taken when tackling the
problem. The main one is how to actually generate the audio or note information in the first
place. As exposed in the previous chapter, some techniques and methodologies have been
used with various degrees of success, with solutions ranging from using a probabilistic
approach where the chance of each action for the system to take, that is, each musical note
or set of notes is what is being optimized by the system, to collage of hard-coded or learned
pieces of music.
Generating context adequate music for a given musical piece, either recorded or simply
the musical information about it, brings forth a few considerations and challenges:
1. Contextuality
One of the hardest behaviours to express, both in a music generation system as in a
composer as well, is the one of musical coherence both structurally and aesthetically.
There are various concepts involved when one wishes to build upon an existing piece
of music, from matching tempo, key and overall mood to musical saturation. The
input piece might, and often is, a well-rounded stand-alone musical creation. Build-
ing layers carelessly on top of such piece might result in a displeasing, noisy piece
with too many elements competing for prominence and listener attention. Such piece
requires very considerate and subtle composition, maybe just accents on certain ele-
ments of the music is enough. On the opposite spectrum, one might find a piece that
is just a melody or a simple a chord progression, which needs to be identified and
built upon, composing the elements that are missing.
2. Musicality
Another important aspect is to ensure the generated result is interesting and pleasing.
In musical terms, both "interesting" and "pleasing" might be hard to evaluate, but let
us consider the interest of a piece to be defined by how unpredictable and refreshing
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are the musical elements and the pleasure of such piece to be an evaluation of mu-
sical structural integrity and resolution from dissonant sounds to consonant sounds.
In fact, these two elements of music can very broadly be the descriptors of the mu-
sicality of a piece and they are, as their definitions suggest, opposite forces. Some
modern musical genres, such as modern classical music, show great amounts of musi-
cal tension in their pieces by exploring dissonant tones liberally, which makes for very
interesting music, despite many listeners finding it grating and unsettling, preferring
older classical music mentioning it as much more pleasing.
Building a real-time system reveals three new problems that need to be addressed:
1. Processing Time
Firstly and foremost, in real-time, there is no processing time available unless we build
the result in the background to be appreciated later. Musicians are very sensitive to
having their output delayed, with research showing 20 to 25 milliseconds as the maxi-
mum delay before it becomes noticeable and starts to disturb the performer ability to
play [29]. This effect makes online real-time collaboration at best impractical, at worst
impossible. A common analogy is to experiment talking or singing into a microphone
while listening back with a slight delay. Most people are unable to keep talking in
a coherent and stable manner if listening to themselves with a slight delay, an effect
known as Delayed Auditory Feedback (DAF). With the hardware and techniques we have
available today, 25 ms is an unreasonably low amount of time to perform any kind of
complex analysis and music generation.
2. Reactivity
Another challenge when dealing with a real-time system is the lack of information
about what is coming up. Unless a perfect predictive module is available, the system
will always have a delayed response when adapting to changes in the input audio,
such as when the human player decides to change substantially what he is playing.
If the new piece is different or not related, a real-time system can not deal with the
sudden change in context and will not produce adequate accompaniment while it
updates the internal state. When processing a recorded piece, all the context and
variations are known beforehand so the result would be able to be produced taking
the piece as a whole into account.
3. Synchronization
The last big problem is that of synchronization. Imagining two musicians playing
different parts of a piece, it is clear that if there is no previous agreement on rhythmic
and timing elements, even though they might be playing at the same time, their
actual music might not be synchronized with one player lagging behind the other
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contextually. This is further exacerbated if the players are not able to maintain a
steady tempo, which means that a real-time system must either have insight about
the tempo of the piece being played or the human player needs to perform somewhat
consistently so the system can adapt to him. The first option requires information
that both is a chore to do before every single part and which data might not even be
known to the human controller. The second option assumes some skill and planning
for the human, which might be incorrect assumptions especially on improvisational
music where constant tempo and structure changes are common.
3.2 proposed approach
Figure 7.: Proposed system architecture
1. Input
Current testing and developing setup is made up of a Yamaha PSR-e413 61-key key-
board as a MIDI controller and a computer with this project running and a software
synthesizer. This setup means that development of this project is focused towards a
single user interaction with the system via a MIDI controller. The MIDI communica-
tion protocol functions as an event driven state machine, where messages containing
information are sent as events from an input port to an output port, a device can
simultaneously have input and output ports. Most common event messages include
system handshake, note-on (and the corresponding note-off) and control events to
manipulate sounds, such as pedals and effects.
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In particular to this application, note events are the most important ones, since they
possess information such as which note has been triggered (note pitch), how hard was
it pressed (velocity of the note), special command designations and which channel it
originates from (for multi-device purposes or multi-channel polyphonic music).
2. Segmentation and Buffering
As each note played triggers at least two events (Note-ON and the corresponding
Note-OFF) and music can contain multiple notes being played at the same time and
in a short amount of time, performing full calculations and updates every time a new
event is fired is unfeasible with current hardware. Also, many statistics and analysis
(such as detecting chords and key played) require information from multiple notes so
even if possible, updating on each new event is not practical either. Therefore, some
systematic buffering is required to bundle up some events and trigger analysis on a
constant timing. As there are multiple types of statistics and information we want to
extract that require different time scale samples (such as analyzing overall piece key
information but also wanting to detect sudden changes), multiple sized buffers will be
used. As a result of PI, three different time scales of a single, five and thirty units will
be used as were found to be suitable for both capturing longer spaced behavioural
and musical structure information, and to detect sudden changes and new tendencies
so that proper reaction can take place.
Each time unit cycle (the buffer time before a unit is packed and sent to processing)
has the duration of one second, which was found to be a good middle point between
reaction delay and time to process each cycle. At any time during system operation, all
three buffers containing the last single, five and thirty event buffer units are available
for analysis and processing.
3. Feature Extraction
Each time a new event buffer unit is built, feature extraction is to occur on every
newly updated buffer. This feature extraction contains any intended analysis to be
performed on each buffer separately such as statistical analysis on note pitch, velocity
and duration (mean, median, sum, variance, among others), musical structure evalu-
ation such as key and beat finding and emotional evaluation, among others.
Inherently to the process, some information will be lost during the conversion from
one musical representation (raw data) to another (musical features), but these features
should represent a succinct and easy to work with description of the input music, to
be fed as needed to the music generation systems (or to be displayed to the user as
input analysis).
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4. Prediction Engine
Two of the new problems that surge when approaching a real-time system of this
nature, namely processing time limitations and delayed reaction time as described in
the previous section, can be mitigated if a prediction engine can anticipate musical
changes and user intention. A prediction module is proposed that should be able to
predict, from continuous analysis of each new processed feature set, changes to these
features in the near future. Such module would enable the system to work not with
current information about the music, but with near future information. Available
processing time is thus extended by how far we can accurately predict user input
without any delay in reaction time from the system. This also allows for generated
music to be available in advance to synchronize with the user.
A system based on ANN is proposed to predict feature values, with past observed
features as input. Such methodology is suitable if we consider feature prediction as a
regression analysis problem on a N-dimensional feature space.
5. Learning Module
Since minimal user interaction on the system process is a desirable property (which
would be impractical in a real-time scenario), user supervised learning is not desir-
able. However, considering the goal is to predict values that we expect to observe in
the near future, we can use those actual values as a real-time network training set.
This allows the prediction system to self-correct over time, adapting to both user and
current music characteristics. A trained network for a specific user can be saved to a
user profile, allowing for better prediction performance in the future. Therefore, on
each processing cycle, current observed features are compared against previous cycle
predictions to evaluate prediction accuracy and correct the system.
6. Algorithmic Music Generation
Feature extraction from music is not a bijective function. Information is lost during
the compression into statistics and observations. A result of that property is that
there is no inverse function to transform observed features back into a set of events or
audio. Having that in mind, a heuristic based on modified Markov chains is proposed
to generate simple melodies and accompaniment that are musically coherent.
Although music generation does not satisfy the Markov property (that past or future
states depends only upon the present state), the process produces good results when
modifications such as adding event sequences as new states (known as higher order
Markov chain) and discretizing velocity and duration values. Caution is required,
however, as adding too long sequences will, reductio ad absurdum, exponentially in-
crease memory requirements and over-fit the result to the input resulting in a program
that just mimics what it is fed.

4
D E V E L O P M E N T
4.1 decisions
Considering the architecture proposed in the previous chapter, some decisions as for the ex-
act approach for each module implementation must be taken. In the following sections, the
rationale for each system component implementation will be explained, as well as general
considerations such as system platform of choice and implementation language.
4.1.1 Software and Libraries
Choosing JAVA as the implementation language was rather straightforward as it has ex-
cellent support and native MIDI handling capabilities. Java also boasts great native paral-
lelization which is desirable to achieve the performance required for real-time processing.
Another advantage for JAVA is being multi-platform since, while not a main concern for
this project, the possibility of integrating a project of this nature directly in a MIDI device
through a small-form computer such as a Raspberry PI is very enticing. In addition, high
performing libraries for statistical analysis and neural network frameworks are widely avail-
able which was also a requirement. Last but not least, previous work was done in JAVA
which speeds up development as some code might be reusable.
For auxiliary libraries Commons Math and Neuroph were chosen as a statistics and neu-
ral network libraries respectively. Both libraries offer efficient and modular implementa-
tions which are easy to integrate on the system. They also have fairly good documentation
which helps with troubleshooting. As such, the final software set-up is a system built in
java with a SWING Graphical User Interface (GUI), with the statistical features calculated
with modules from Commons Math and machine learning modules from Neuroph.
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4.1.2 Feature Extraction
There is a pertinent decision that affects every system part, starting with feature extraction:
how long should a single cycle be? A trade-off arises when considering buffering length:
on one side there is the capability to timely react to musical changes that might occur mid-
generation process if the cycle is too long, on the other there will not be enough time for
processing if the cycle is too small. From previous work on PI, having three differently
sized blocks of data with the cycle duration of one second was found to be well suited for
musical analysis, and the availability of a training set for affective analysis with that one
second window speeds up development significantly enough to accept that result and use
it in this system. However, it might be unreasonable to assume that the same aspects that
work for a musical analysis operation should also be suitable for algorithmic composition.
Having a variable cycle window would be another option but brings some problems to
feature extraction. Most features are hard to compare directly if the time unit they were
extracted with was different, such as simple counts of notes or sums of values, and would
be needed to be scaled to the same time measurements by being dividing all values by
the cycle length for example. Some musical features lose significance when going through
scaling operations, such as key finding which might detect chords instead of the piece key
if the interval is too small, and others are outright different due to analyzing different parts
of a song. Another problem with a variable cycle window is the incompatibility of the
current datasets for ANN training, as they would need to be fed the window of time the
features were extracted with, which would require a new and larger data set to be properly
trained.
Below shows the types of features extracted or inferred and the reasoning behind them:
1. Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics form the broader set of features. They provide a computational
cheap way to calculate dozens of results independently, that describe the musical
piece in a format very suitable for feeding the different ANN calculating higher ab-
straction concepts. Statistics are built on various distinct datasets, the lists of all notes
duration, velocity, pitch and cardinality. As such, for each set, the following values
are calculated:
• Arithmetic, geometric, quadratic and harmonic mean;
• Maximum, minimum and sum values;
• Kurtosis and skewness moments;
• Variance and standard deviation dispersions.
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These statistics total up to 44 computed metrics per bundle of events (132 values when
considering the three bundles of data analyzed separately) to give a precise evaluation
of an input musical piece during the captured time windows.
2. Probability tables
Probability tables (or matrices) are a simple way to represent state transition graphs.
Markov chains are characterized by an initial state, a state space and one such state
transition graph, so these tables will be needed for the music generation step. Tran-
sition matrix are build for notes duration, velocity and pitch. As there is as need
to build melodies and musical progressions independent of the current key (so such
information is not lost when a shift in music occurs), there are also an extra table
for pitch-agnostic scale information, which maps every note played to a twelve states
table where the states are not represented by the note pitch but by their position on
the scale at the recorded moment. More on the uses for these tables will be discussed
during the music generation topic.
As a discrete state space is needed for the compositional process and possible value
interval is large for some of these tables, measures with large value possibilities need
to be segmented into a more manageable number of states. If not, a rather useless
sparse matrix would be created as, for example, 20 recorded notes were added to
a table with 128 possible states as is the case with velocity or pitch. With that in
mind, the duration values were segmented into 200 milliseconds wide blocks which,
unless the piece presents some unusual long notes, reduces the state space to a more
reasonable average 15 states. Such segments provide a middle-ground between a
large sparse matrix and large bins that would bundle very different notes in the same
category. Following a similar logic, the velocity transition matrix was segmented in 8
integer wide states (recall that velocity value ranges from 0 to 127) but since velocity
value 0 is meaningless on this context, only 15 states are needed. Since there is a static
12 states progression table to help the generative process, making bins out of pitch
values makes no musical sense and a common MIDI controller such as the one used
for development only has 61 to 88 keys, the pitch transition matrix was left complete
with all possible states. Also to note that a piece of music generally only uses a
small subset of these states. In sum, the following probability tables are considered
adequate:
• Duration transition matrix: 200 milliseconds wide bins for an average total of 15
states;
• Velocity transition matrix: 8 integers wide bins for a total of 15 states;
• Pitch transition matrix: 61 to 88 states although on average only a small subset
is used;
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• Progression transition matrix: 12 states.
While it does not make sense for velocity and duration transition tables, both the
progression and pitch tables are able to include second and third order states. Since
these exponentially increase the state space, only actual occurring states are added to
the table, reducing the space requirements greatly.
3. Key-finding algorithms
Figure 8.: C major and C minor key profiles.
A piece key is one of its major characteristics and imposes some subtle structure
to the music. It dictates which chords should be played and sound better together
and exposes some relations between the notes, as well as revealing which notes and
chords provide a subjective sense of tension, resolution or rest. Knowing the piece
key and tonic note reveals information about context, mood and melodic behaviors.
Naturally, it plays an important role in the system for both affective evaluation and
music generation. However, finding a piece key is not trivial as two different keys
and modes can use the exact same pitchs, rendering impossible to find out the key
and mode of a piece just by knowing which notes were played.
As also found in previous results on PI, the Krumhansl-Schmuckler key-finding algo-
rithm produces good results [27]. However, the number of notes in a one second
pieces is, in many slower musics, not very representative and so the algorithm result
might fluctuate a lot for small time windows. It functions by calculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the duration sum of each of twelve pitchs in an octave
from the music piece and a set of profiles of each key and mode. These profiles were
produced by empirical testing in the case of Krumhansl [27] or influenced by music
theory such as Temperley [28].
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As seen in figure 8, each set of profiles is comprised of an array of weights given
to each pitch for both minor and major key modes. Since neither set of profiles is
objectively better, a simple ANN was trained to calculate the key from the current
and previous results of using both profile sets. Using this simple network, there is no
need to choose and use just one of the profile sets, which should give a better result.
4. Rhythmic evaluation
One important part of the generative process is to properly identify the musical space
where the machine can explore. In simple terms, it is needed to evaluate what part the
system can take in the music, one of lead melodic generation or a more rhythmic ac-
companiment role in the overall composition. In a spectrum of pure rhythmic to pure
melody, it is proposed a small subsystem based on a previously trained Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) ANN to perform classification on the human musical part, so the
generation can explore a complementary role. This network receives as input various
descriptive statistics related to general pitch areas and variation as well as cardinality,
to output a value in the rhythmic spectrum describing the musical piece. Training was
done by playing multiple accompaniment pieces (such as simple chord progressions),
multiple simple melodies and various mixed performances while recording extracted
features for each one and building a data-set. The data-set used for training has about
2200 entries which correspond to about 35 minutes of music.
5. Affective classification
Figure 9.: Mood diagram using arousal and valence measurements.
Discovering a musical piece affective value is of importance not only for the generative
process but by itself, giving insight into the author intentions and emotional expres-
sion he intends to imprint on a music. Music expressivity and feeling are subjective
metrics, and finding out a musician emotional state by its performance is a clear clas-
sification problem. ANN not only are suitable for classification problems, they do
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so by outputting values instead of a names, which means that if a multidimensional
framework is used to classify the author emotional state, one can calculate how each
dimensions contribute to the result. One such framework is shown in figure 9, which
evaluates a emotional state based on two metrics: arousal and valence. The arousal
metric measures how energetic the music feels while valence measures how positive
(or negative) emotional connotation the piece exhibits to the listeners. Using valence
and arousal as metrics we can classify the artist emotional state as follows:
• High valence and arousal: Excited;
• High valence and low arousal: Content;
• Low valence and high arousal: Angry;
• Low valence and low arousal: Sad.
The network was trained by playing music pieces while recording extracted statisti-
cal features and music key. Each music piece was roughly given a value for overall
arousal and valence metrics. A data-set was built using those values and the extracted
features. Ideally, one would manually classify small music sequences in a more granu-
lar manner but building such data-set would be a large endeavour. A possible solution
would be to build many music sequences, make a questionnaire for a large audience
to evaluate and then aggregate the survey results into a data-set. Building such a
data-set would likely improve the affective classification accuracy, allowing for addi-
tional more minute intermediate emotional states to be inferred from the classification
output.
4.1.3 Features Prediction
As previously discussed, feature prediction can improve the reaction time of the system
drastically up to instant reaction if the prediction is very accurate. Not all features are
needed for music generation so there is not a need to predict every single one which should
make training more effective on the wanted results with use further on. A very wide ANN
will be used, due to the large size of the input and output layers, with a MLP architecture
which provides both good computational and accuracy performance.
As per Hornik et al. [30] and Bandyopadhyay and Chattopadhyay [31], no more than a
single hidden layers is needed for good results, which is helpful since using fewer layers
will increase usage and training computational performance. The input layer consists of
previously extracted features and the output layer consists of the required values for algo-
rithmic composition, which is a small subset of the input nodes. Following Blum [32] rule
of thumb, the initial layer size was set as the average of the input layer size and the output
layer size and slightly tuned while testing. As to vastly reduce converging speed, the initial
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state of the prediction network has been already trained with multiple musical pieces dur-
ing development.The feature prediction subsystem will also perform profiling duties as the
constant learning and adaptation will infer some quirks and tendencies from the human
partner. In fact, the initial network state is no other than the developer personal profile.
Higher weight will be given to new training cases to offset bias present due to pre-training.
4.1.4 Algorithmic Composition
Algorithmic composition is approached through multiple higher order Markov chains com-
bined with hand-crafted rules using extracted features. This approach provides a simple
but powerful way to generate notes that fit the original music, especially as specific rules
are implemented to guide the generation process. Manipulation of the probability matrices
is a tool that can be used to fine tune how similar to the original music generation should
be, and can be done by using the extracted features to guide the decision process. Poison-
ing the probability matrices with a small bias to different musical modes depending on
the detected affective state can be a powerful tool to generate interesting melodies. Using
shifted pitchs generated from the progression table merged with previous generated music
gives good cyclic progressions for accompaniment.
The generation system saves a personal state of features, altered tables and generated
music. When new information is generated, this data needs to be updated. The system
state is then further modified depending on observed affective information, music key and
mode. Then a fork is evaluated depending on the rhythmic feature so the system can
properly generate a melody or a rhythm which have different characteristics. Depending
on how binary the rhythmic evaluation turns out to be, different probabilities are affected:
if a pure melody is detected, then a pure rhythm comprised of mostly chords is generated.
If the input is more balanced, organic music will be generated as the system will mix up
both styles. To provide a good, cyclic rhythm, the progression table is consulted. On the
other side, to provide a varied and interesting melody, the pitch table is modified with the
probabilities of the musical mode profile, giving the possibility to generate notes that were
not observed but still fall inside the detected key and mode.
The actual note generation process is iterative until the music sequence meets the time
requirement. Note also that there needs to exist a pitch value denoting a pause or rest,
which is an important part of the music expressivity and cadence. Finalized the generation,
the result is copied to the state records and returned for reproduction.
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4.2 implementation
Figure 10.: Graphical user interface of the main menu.
4.2.1 Device Management
At program start, the user is presented with a GUI containing list of MIDI devices (which
can be either hardware or software) to choose from. The interface is built in SWING and
MIDI device query and operations are native to Java through the javax.sound.midi package.
When the user chooses the input and output devices, all the necessary connections using
listeners and receivers is done, and a custom made listener is added to the input device to
start capturing events. This listener, an instance of the class BufferListener, keeps a buffer of
events which is retrieved by the system at every cycle. Listeners and receivers are managed
by the class DeviceManager which takes care of all Input/Output (I/O) related to MIDI devices.
This same class is responsible for passing along the generated music to the correct output
device.
4.2.2 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction occurs, during standard operation, every second. It is treated as a sep-
arate module which is initialized during program load with a list of features to extract
on each cycle. These features are implementations of the Feature interface. This approach
allows for modular feature extraction, which can be easily added or removed during devel-
opment. It also allows for complete parallelization as every implementation of the interface
is a standalone group of operations, enabling the ability to increase the number of features
extracted with a low performance impact. The results of each module are compiled in an
array of Doubles to easily feed ANN input layer and there is also a FeaturesData class to
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wrap the most useful results (such as key analysis) for easy access and identification. De-
scriptive statistics are calculated with the help of the Commons Math library, most notably
the DescriptiveStatistics class from the org.apache.commons.math3.stat.descriptive package.
In each cycle, the feature extraction subsystem receives as input three Bundle class in-
stances containing a list of recorded events for each of the three different time windows of
data of one, five and thirty seconds. All three bundles are processed every cycle as various
features change even when considering a one-second data difference on a thirty seconds
bundle.
Firstly, the bundles are passed to the FeatureExtraction class. This class has a pool of
threads on standby to delegate work and perform the descriptive statistics extraction with
the help of the Commons Math library, as well as building the set of probability matrices.
After the results are retrieved, they can be used to infer the other higher abstraction features,
such as key-finding, affective classification, and rhythmic evaluation. All three abstraction
features use networks with the help of Neuroph ANN implementations, and all the input
values were properly scaled to a range between 0 and 1 for better results. Built data-sets
were trimmed as the initial 30 measures are done without the data bundles being full of data.
All networks use the back-propagation training method. However, due to the modularity
of the system, architecture and training methods can be easily swapped. These features
have the following characteristics:
• Key-finding algorithm
Key-finding is implemented using the Krumhansl-Schmuckler key-finding algorithm
described before, resulting in three values per profile used: the piece detected key
pitch, the mode (major or minor) and a correlation value. There are 6 result values
with which to know the current key using two different profiles. Feeding these and
previous results to a trained network results in a more accurate and stable evaluation
of current key. This network has a MLP architecture with an input layer of size 9 per
profile (plus a bias neuron), a middle hidden layer of 6 neurons and an output layer
of 2 neurons (as there is no longer a need or meaning to the correlation value). The
network was trained with a data-set comprised of 1400 entries, the recorded results
of the algorithm running to 24 pieces of one-minute long music representative of all
twelve possible keys in both modes.
• Affective classification
Affective classification requires the results from the key-finding algorithm, so it can
not be run in parallel. The MLP network has an input layer using all 44 statistical val-
ues, 2 key-finding results plus a bias node. Testing showed that a single hidden layer
with 16 nodes was enough, and the results are two nodes representing arousal and
valence. Training occurred using a data-set built by manually playing pre-categorized
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pieces of music averaging 2 minutes each, 8 pieces in total, and recording extracted
features for a data-set with a total number of 1100 entries. Upon inspection, many
of the statistical values seem to be considered not relevant after the training process,
so there is a possibility of performance gains by removing some statistics without
accuracy loss.
• Rhythmic evaluation
Rhythmic evaluation is performed in parallel with affective evaluation, although could
be done in parallel with the key-finding algorithm. The MLP network has an input
layer of 33 statistical values and a bias node as the statistics related to velocity are
not significant for rhythmic evaluation. The single hidden layer is comprised of 20
nodes and the output layer has a single neuron. Network training was performed
by recording features while playing 8 accompaniment pieces (such as simple chord
progressions), 8 simple melodies and 4 mixed performances, building a data-set with
2200 entries which correspond to about 35 minutes of music. This network also shows
some possibilities of pruning, both in the input layer and in the hidden layer.
After all the results are compiled in an array of data and on a FeaturesData wrapper class,
they are sent to prediction analysis.
4.2.3 Prediction
At the start of the program, a pre-trained development MLP network is loaded. However,
it is possible to load or create a custom profile through the GUI containing a different
one. The network was trained without building a data-set, just by continuous use during
development. Although there were some resets, the network has data from about 8 hours
of playing. This large neural network receives extracted features in the input layer for a
total of about 140 neurons: 132 statistical features, 6 from the key-finding algorithm, one
from rhythmic evaluation and one bias term. These results include every result from the
three data bundles. The network output layer size is 15, the number of features used by
the composition process: 1 from rhythmic prediction, 2 from key and mode prediction and
12 statistical values relating to deviation and mean of all four measures. The single hidden
layer has 40 neurons. The initial estimate was 80 neurons, but through testing a better result
was found with half as many, most likely due to the small selective elements we wish to
predict, making a significant portion of the input extraneous and leading the network to
over-fitting.
After the network evaluation for the current input, a new data-set row is created by gath-
ering the select 15 elements from the input layer, serving as expected output to the previous
cycle input. That is, the future features predicted in the previous cycle are compared to the
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current cycle input for an accuracy evaluation. The real observed values for the predictions
of the previous cycle are stored, along with the previous input layer values, as a new data-
set row. This new row is then both saved to file and used to further tweak the network
using Neuroph capability to learn in a new thread in parallel to usage. The current input
is saved temporarily to be used in creating another data-set row in the next cycle, and the
results are returned for use in the algorithmic composition.
4.2.4 Algorithmic Composition
Figure 11.: Artists interpretation of emotions imparted by different modes.
After all the data and analysis results are computed, the probability matrices, the results
of the prediction and the affective evaluation results are sent to the Generator class module.
New data is used to update the generator database, including probability matrices. The
general process then occurs as following:
1. Merge new information in the system own state data; New information also includes
timing data, required to properly encode duration information in the generated note
events (recall that events do not carry a duration camp; a note on and a note off event
must be sent at correct times).
2. Evaluate affective information and add mode bias accordingly; Using affective infor-
mation and a mode translation such as in figure 11, a slight bias (of about 10%) is
injected in the probability matrices to manipulate the mood of the music.
3. Evaluate operational space by consulting the rhythmic evaluation; If the rhythmic
evaluation result is near the spectrum extremity then the generation process is simpli-
fied and a branch below is followed. Else, a mixture is randomly created resulting in
melodies with strong rhythmic accents.
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4. If the piece is predominantly melodic, then generate a rhythm:
a) Beginning at higher order states from the progression probability table, construct
new note(s) starting with pitch value; The progression matrix provides a pitch
agnostic result that tends to cyclic repetition which is ideal for generating ac-
companiment. This is further accentuated by merging the generated results back
with the matrix.
b) Pitch shift the generated notes to the correct key and mode; Considering the
progression matrix rooted in C, the pitch needs to be shifted to the correct key to
sound properly.
c) Consulting the velocity probability table, generate the note(s) velocity value;
d) Consulting the duration table, generate the note(s) duration value;
e) Subtract the duration from the available generation time and if there is still time
left, return to step a).
5. If the piece is predominantly rhythmic, then generate a melody:
a) Insert bias in the pitch probability tables from the detected key profile;
b) Beginning at higher order states from the pitch probability table, construct new
note(s) starting with pitch value;
c) Consulting the velocity probability table, generate the note(s) velocity value;
d) Consulting the duration table, generate the note(s) duration value;
e) Subtract the duration from the available generation time and if there is still time
left, return to step b).
6. Merge generated music in the system own state data. Generated music is merged
back into tables and variables so that motifs and repetitions can be reinforced, while
reducing the copy effect of Markov chains.
7. Return generated event list.
The results are sent back to the Core class of the system. The generated event list is stored
in disk and sent to the DeviceManager class for reproduction.
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4.3 summary
The final system operation is rather linear and cyclical so it can be easily understood by
following the data. Starting at the input MIDI device where a musician is playing, events are
generated containing information about played notes duration, velocity and pitch. These
events need to be grouped together for analysis as performing analysis on every new event
is not currently possible on current hardware. There are also many metrics that only make
sense with a set of data. As such, a unit of time of one second marks the retrieval of a new
bundle of data which is then further aggregated in bundles of 5 and 30 seconds. These
bundles should provide enough representative time windows to capture different musical
behaviours, such as the piece overall tone and motifs all the way to sudden changes in
music.
The three bundles of data are then taken by the feature extraction subsystem to reduce
the music information into meaningful smaller chunks of information. These features can
be anything from descriptive statistics such as mean and variance up to higher abstraction
features that depict musical structure such as key and mode information using MLP ANN.
They should be representative enough as to allow general behavior and patterns to be
inferred from these values.
A problem that surges at this point is one of synchronicity. As information can be a full
second old, generated music will always be created with an outdated basis. The system
will lag behind the artist and will be especially noticeable when a significant change occurs
in the music. To combat the problem, a predictive system is in place, using ANN, to predict
what the music will be like in the very near future. By acting on predicted data, the system
will not lag behind as long as the predictions are accurate. To perform the prediction,
a large network using over a hundred features is trained to predict a subset of needed
features in the near future. To improve accuracy and adapt to each artist style, the system
takes measures the difference between what was predicted and what was observed to tweak
the network during execution.
With a vast amount of data about the music available, the compositional process gener-
ates MIDI events to add to the human performance, taking in account musical structure,
piece affective connotation and role space to fill in the composition. Music is generated
using modified Markov chains and handmade rules to guide the process.

5
C A S E S T U D Y
5.1 experiment setup
Since showing musical results in a paper format is very hard to do without relying on a
subjective survey format, focus was shifted on to the experimental verification of the pre-
diction subsystem results. The goal is to verify if and how much the prediction subsystem
improves results versus not having it enabled at all. Three musical pieces were prepared
with different characteristics:
1. Single song
A single song that stays on the same key throughout the music. Most examples of
western popular music fall under this category.
2. A medley
A medley of three very distinct songs, so the sharp change in music structure and
style throws the system off.
3. Random notes
An assortment of notes, literally played by a two year old child with no previous
musical experience.
Figure 12.: Euclidean distance formula for N dimensions.
The musical pieces were trimmed to three minutes exactly each, performed live with
the system (not recorded). The system was modified to run with and without the pre-
diction module active for each song, with the values passed on to the generative process
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being compared to the next cycle real observed results. This setup compares how accurate
the prediction was versus the real observed value and also compares each successive data
extraction as if there was no prediction module enabled. The comparison was made by cal-
culating the euclidean distance (figure 12) between the N features present in both sets. All
features were scaled to the 0 to 1 range to improve accuracy [33] as was the distance result,
since the actual value is not as important as the comparison between the results. The results
were averaged over five second blocks to present smaller tables and less erratic graphics.
Results are provided as annexes. All testing was done on a Yamaha PSR-e413 61-key MIDI
controller and using Commons Math version 3.6.1 and Neuroph version 2.94 libraries.
5.2 results
Figure 13.: Testing results chart for a single song.
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Figure 14.: Testing results chart for randomly playing on the keyboard.
5.3 discussion
There are some shared expected behaviors. Every time a new piece starts the error is very
large, even when using the pre-trained prediction network. This is expected as the in the
start, the data bundles are not full, which makes statistics dependant on cardinality very
different from the usual values and musical structure features like key-finding returning
very erratic results due to low sampling. However, the error goes down rapidly as more
data is collected and the actual results can be seen when the data windows are full. At this
point, every test with prediction disabled stabilizes and behaves erratically depending only
on how the piece changes from second to second. However, especially on a stable music
such as in figure13, it can clearly be seen that with prediction enabled, the results are much
more stable and overall lower.
The random notes figure 14 test is, as expected, pretty random. Without any consider-
ation for music structure or coherence, the results are very similar between both setups,
equally erratic and presenting an overall high degree of error. The slight lower tendency
is quite probably result of chance rather than the prediction module being able to improve
the result.
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Figure 15.: Testing results chart for a three song medley.
The results from the medley in figure 15 are very interesting. As expected, when the
music changes drastically, error skyrockets as suddenly all values still present on the data
bundles are completely outdated and conflicting with newer values. However, a clear ten-
dency can be seen for faster reduction in error when prediction is enabled. Overall, the
results are very positive. The prediction system can not anticipate drastic changes in music
but can attenuate regular music change and overall tends to reduce error significantly as
more data is acquired. On stable music without very drastic changes in tone or structure,
it can provide very good results. For example in a improvisation scenario that tends to
long sessions exploring a certain musical motif or chord progression, the results can be
drastically better using a prediction ANN.
6
C O N C L U S I O N
6.1 conclusions
The initial two objectives for this project, namely the implementation of a musical analysis
computational system and a coherent music composition subsystem were achieved.
Although based on previous work, the current analysis system has been completely re-
done with vastly more features (over 160 per second versus 32 in the previous one) with
more higher abstraction features and each trained with more than an order of magnitude
more test cases than the single network used before. There was a focus in the predictive
system to solve a problem in a way that the results could be shown. It is unfortunate that
results of other parts of the system are very hard to show on paper.
As for the second objective, even though showing the results is hard due to the medium
and inherent subjectivity, the objective of generating musically coherent music is shown
by the very process used to generate music, always inside the framework defined by the
input piece musical structure and style. However, a public survey acquiring opinions on
the results for various musical pieces generated or not by the program might be a good way
to, in the future, evaluate the musical qualitative performance. Such endeavour has shown
to be too time consuming to conduct during this project timescale.
The project was ambitious and was a fantastic opportunity to explore computational mu-
sical analysis and generation, and as will be discussed next, there are many improvements
and further work to be done on this system.
6.2 prospect for future work
Future work on this specific system can be done through different vectors. One clear area
of improvement would be to train all used ANN with higher quality data-sets. During
this project the various networks data-sets were built by generally giving descriptive val-
ues (such as rather arbitrary arousal and valence values for affective classification) and the
program gathered features during execution and matched with those hard-coded values.
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Especially on a system that performs analysis on such short blocks of data, using a blanket
value for the whole musical piece will produce less than optimal data-sets. Carefully hand-
crafted data-sets built on top of many short pieces of music with generally agreed upon
results (such as from public opinion surveys) will surely provide much better results.
Another area to be explored is a study of the impact on the results quality and accuracy
of using different network architectures, configurations and learning algorithms. While
MLP networks provide a capable and generalist framework, different configurations might
produce better results, suited to the various types of data. Also another possible exploration
would be on the input features that actually have an important impact on the different
higher abstraction features. Fewer input values result in better performance and thinner
data-sets. It could be the case that removing unrelated metrics actually improves the result
quality as well.
On the topic of musical composition, an exploration of a more deliberative system run-
ning asynchronously from the musical analysis system would be very interesting. Reaction
to changes could be attainable on such system with very fast reaction rules listening for
triggers in the analysis. Another interesting project would be to heavily focus on machine
creativity and generating music without human crafted rule assistance.
Using the same architecture, it might be worthwhile to explore variable cycle time system.
This would enable the system to adapt the analysis process to faster or slower musics,
maybe even synchronizing with the music tempo for improved results and faster reaction
to changes. However, such system would require much larger data-sets, as different features
would be incompatible if obtained on different time windows. Window width would be an
input node on every network and data-sets would need to be expanded.
As for application, building an autonomous agent system that could collaborate in cre-
ating music with or without human contribution, with each agent fulfilling a role in the
group would be very interesting. Or using a system of this nature to produce ambient mu-
sic, from data gathered through sensors instead of a musician, adapting to the surrounding
sound landscape and detected mood. Such system could find use in public spaces or offices
to help continuously maintain a desired ambience. There are plenty of avenues to explore,
be it on improving this particular system or in the field in general, and personally would
love to continue working in this area.
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A
D E TA I L S O F R E S U LT S
Figure 16.: Testing results chart with prediction enabled.
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44 Appendix A. details of results
Figure 17.: Testing results chart with prediction disabled.
A.1. Single music test 45
a.1 single music test
Time (s) Prediction enabled Prediction disabled
5 0.57737 0.55562
10 0.41483 0.44283
15 0.32515 0.29819
20 0.32348 0.29875
25 0.33219 0.33537
30 0.27804 0.32013
35 0.24266 0.20362
40 0.25523 0.25874
45 0.22464 0.25320
50 0.26851 0.28625
55 0.25797 0.27291
60 0.23946 0.31989
65 0.24889 0.26906
70 0.20373 0.18762
75 0.22812 0.36281
80 0.16910 0.24001
85 0.19273 0.30384
90 0.14830 0.27376
95 0.16845 0.30664
100 0.15876 0.28361
105 0.19845 0.33176
110 0.16284 0.28912
115 0.16246 0.30962
120 0.14830 0.24813
125 0.15688 0.25922
130 0.15914 0.25960
135 0.18376 0.30238
140 0.14829 0.26839
145 0.15301 0.26211
150 0.14597 0.19785
155 0.15464 0.20137
160 0.13219 0.17611
165 0.14980 0.21685
170 0.14019 0.19009
175 0.13294 0.19130
180 0.14333 0.19595
Table 1.: Distance function evaluation of consecutive extracted features from a single music, with
and without enabling the prediction module. Values range from 0.0 (perfect match) up to
1.0 (maximum error).
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a.2 three song medley test
Time (s) Prediction enabled Prediction disabled
5 0.52038 0.47455
10 0.45620 0.42962
15 0.42746 0.39758
20 0.36133 0.35191
25 0.38032 0.39317
30 0.30609 0.35845
35 0.23939 0.29234
40 0.19916 0.26494
45 0.21987 0.23175
50 0.23225 0.26035
55 0.21215 0.22072
60 0.20399 0.21300
65 0.45479 0.47561
70 0.40344 0.39434
75 0.35965 0.34733
80 0.31551 0.36405
85 0.29890 0.29983
90 0.21763 0.27015
95 0.20138 0.26998
100 0.18623 0.28869
105 0.20279 0.24070
110 0.21818 0.26197
115 0.17771 0.21747
120 0.19857 0.22580
125 0.48141 0.45722
130 0.36660 0.38983
135 0.35126 0.34159
140 0.28957 0.30131
145 0.29694 0.31208
150 0.26904 0.29004
155 0.23041 0.24333
160 0.21406 0.25301
165 0.17993 0.22737
170 0.19029 0.23483
175 0.15437 0.18018
180 0.16475 0.19751
Table 2.: Distance function evaluation of consecutive extracted features, with and without enabling
the prediction module. Values range from 0.0 (perfect match) up to 1.0 (maximum error).
A.3. Random notes test 47
a.3 random notes test
Time (s) Prediction enabled Prediction disabled
5 0.47719 0.54897
10 0.57631 0.49829
15 0.47199 0.34113
20 0.48334 0.44784
25 0.54402 0.50289
30 0.48667 0.50604
35 0.48002 0.47199
40 0.44008 0.38399
45 0.47043 0.47111
50 0.42396 0.56908
55 0.40987 0.55393
60 0.48002 0.52816
65 0.45373 0.53344
70 0.43185 0.45162
75 0.53822 0.40782
80 0.54133 0.44289
85 0.55816 0.42771
90 0.38731 0.39597
95 0.47162 0.35608
100 0.38035 0.40795
105 0.42640 0.44001
110 0.49737 0.51428
115 0.41810 0.45935
120 0.53988 0.46676
125 0.52511 0.49482
130 0.42820 0.47626
135 0.47389 0.38746
140 0.40711 0.53177
145 0.51273 0.57387
150 0.39961 0.53746
155 0.50590 0.45301
160 0.38177 0.48272
165 0.48339 0.47916
170 0.42094 0.54564
175 0.40185 0.48242
180 0.51601 0.43897
Table 3.: Distance function evaluation of consecutive extracted features, with and without enabling
the prediction module. Values range from 0.0 (perfect match) up to 1.0 (maximum error).



